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LOCALLY INVARIANT TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS AND

SEMIDIRECT PRODUCTS

R. W. BAGLEY AND J. S. YANG1

Abstract. We consider topological groups which have arbitrarily small invariant

neighborhoods of the identity and those topological groups which admit continuous

mônomorphisms into such groups. We establish conditions under which the two

corresponding classes of groups coincide. We apply these results to semidirect

products. Since we do not assume local compactness in general, we use the symbol

"[Sn]" rather than "[SIN]" for the class of groups with small invariant neighbor-

hoods and the symbol "[In]" for those embeddable in Sn groups. We denote by

"[N]" those groups G with the property: If (xa}aeD is a net in G which converges

to the identity and { ya }„eD is any net such that { yaxay~1} converges, then this net

also converges to the identity. We also define a class of topological groups we term

S(U) groups. The following are corollaries of our general results: (1) If G is locally

compact, G/G0 is compact and G0 is an TV groups, then G is an Sn group. (2) If H is

a locally connected compact group, G is an Sn group, and if the semidirect product

H ® G is an S(U ) group, then H © G is an Sn group. (3) If H © K is an Sn group for

every compact group K, then every open subgroup of H is of finite index.

In this paper we consider the following four classes of topological groups:

[Sn] Those groups which have arbitrarily small neighborhoods of the identity

which are invariant under all inner automorphisms. Unless explicitly stated

we do not assume local compactness.

[In] Those groups which admit a continuous monomorphism into an Sn group.

[N] Those groups with the property: If {xa}aeD is a net which converges to the

identity and {ya}aeD is a net such that {yaxay~1} converges, then this net

also converges to the identity.

[S(U)] Those groups with the property: There exists a neighborhood  U of the

identity e with the property that for every neighborhood W of e, there is a

neighborhood V oie such that gVg'1 c W U (G — U) for every g g G.

We shall call a topological group an A group if it belongs to the class [A].

E. T. Ordman and S. A. Morris [3] showed that [In] c [N] and asked if [N] c [In].

There are several situations where [In] and [Sn] are equal. In [3] Ordman and Morris

proved that, for locally compact groups G such that G/G0 is compact, [Sn] = [In].
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We use Proposition 2 below to show that for such groups G, if G0 is an N group,

then G is an Sn group (Proposition 4). We also relate S(U) groups to the other three

classes of groups, and obtain related results for semidirect products.

Throughout this paper, local compactness is not assumed unless otherwise speci-

fied. We denote the topological semidirect product obtained by a group 77 acting on

a group K by H © K; and the automorphism of K induced by h g 77 will be denoted

by rh, t denoting the homomorphism of H into the automorphism group of K. The

normal subgroups of the product will always be written on the right.

We use the fact that G is an Sn group if and only if, for each net {xa}aeD in G

which converges to the identity and any net {ya}ae=D> there is a subnet of

{ yaxay~1} which converges to the identity.

Proposition l.IfG is an N groups and G/K is an Sn group, where K is a compact

normal subgroup, then G is an Sn group.

Proof. Let {xa} be a net in G which converges to the identity and let {ya} be

any net in G. We show that there is a subnet of {y^ay'1} which converges to the

identity. The net {yaxay~1K} converges to the identity in G/K since this group is

an Sn group. Thus, for each neighborhood V of the identity of G, there exists a such

that yaxay~l g VK. Thus yaxayZx = vaka for some va g V and ka g K. The set

{(a, V) :yaxay~l g VK} is a directed set with ordering (a,, Vx) > (a2, V2) if ax > a2

and FjC V2. This directed set is the domain for a net which is a subnet of

{yaxay~1} and that subnet, by virtue of compactness of K and the fact that va -* e,

contains a subnet which converges to some k g K. Since G is an N group, k = e;

and this final subnet is the one desired.

We will refer to the following corollary later.

Corollary. If H is an Sn group, K is compact and H®K is an N group, then

H © K is an Sn group.

Proposition 2. 7/ G is an N group and K is a compact normal subgroup, then G/K

is an N group.

The proof of this proposition is essentially the same as that of Proposition 1.

Proposition 3. If 77 is a locally connected group which acts equicontinuously on an

Sn group G and the corresponding semidirect product 77© G is an S(U) group, then

H®G is an Sn group.

Proof. We can assume that the neighborhood U satisying the hypothesis on

77 © G is a rectangular neighborhood TV X M. If V and W are open neighborhoods

of the identities of 77 and G, respectively, such that V X W c TV X M, we choose

neighborhoods Vx and Wx such that Th(Wx) c W for all h g H, Wx is invariant

under the inner automorphisms of G, Vx is connected and

(h,g)(Vx X W^h^y1 c (Fx W)U(HXG-ÑXM)

for all (h, g) g H X G. Now let (h, g) be any element of 77 X G and w g Wx. The

sets A = {hvh'l:v g Vx) and B = {Th-i(Tu(g)wg~1):v g Vx) are connected, so
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A X Bis connected. By taking v = ewe see that A n V ¥• 0 and B n W # 0, thus

(^ XTJ)n(FX W) * 0. The connectedness of A X B implies that A X B ^ V X

W and completes the proof.

Corollary l.IfHisa locally connected S(U) group, then 77 is an Sn group.

Corollary 2. If 77 ¿s a locally connected compact group, G is an Sn group, and if

the semidirect product H ® G is an S(U) group, then 77© G is an Sn group.

The above corollaries are immediate consequences of Proposition 3. The proof of

the following proposition is straightforward and thus will be omitted.

Proposition 4. If H is a locally compact N group, then H is an S(U) group for any

neighborhood U of the identity such that U is compact.

Corollary 1. If H is a locally connected compact group, G is a locally compact Sn

group, and if the semidirect product H © G is an N group, then 77© G is an Sn group.

Proof. By Proposition 4, 77© G is an S(U) group. Since 77 is compact, it acts

equicontinuously on G; the conclusion follows from Proposition 3.

Another consequence of Proposition 4 is the following, which was proved in [3].

Corollary 2. 7/77 is a locally connected, locally compact N group, then H is an Sn

group.

Proof. This corollary follows from Proposition 4, and Corollary 1 of Proposition

3.

The following is an apparent generalization of Theorem A of [3].

Proposition 5. If G is a locally compact group, G/G0 is compact and G0 is an N

group, then G is an Sn group.

Proof. Suppose that G0 is an N group. Since G0 is locally compact and connected,

there is a compact normal subgroup K such that G0/K is a Lie group. Now G0/K is

an N group by Proposition 2 and thus an Sn group by Corollary 2 of Proposition 4.

It follows from Proposition 1 that G0 is an Sn group and therefore MAP. Thus G is

an Sn group by [2, Theorem 2.9 and its corollary].

We have two corollaries of the above results.

Corollary 1. If G is an In group and G/K is compactly generated, where K is a

compact normal subgroup, then G is an Sn group.

Proof. By Proposition 2 of [3], G/K is an In group and hence an Sn group by

Theorem 8 (1) of [4]. The conclusion follows from Proposition 1 above, noting again

that any In group is an N group.

Corollary 2. If G is a locally compact N group and G/K is locally connected,

where K is a compact normal subgroup, then G is an Sn group.

Proof. By Proposition 3, G/K is an N group and hence an Sn group by Corollary

2 of Proposition 4. The conclusion now follows from Proposition 1.
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The following two propositions with the corollary to Proposition 2 give a partial

answer to the question: What can be said about a group 77 if every semidirect

product 77 © K is an Sn group where K is any compact group?

Proposition 6. If G is an Sn group which is the semidirect product obtained by a

compact group C acting on a connected group H, then any semidirect product G © K,

where K is compact, is an Sn group.

Proof. We let t be the homomorphism from G into the automorphism group of K

which determines G®K. We express the elements of G as pairs (c, h), where c g C

and h g 77, and note that r(e X 77) is contained in the inner automorphism group

of K by Theorem 2 of [1]. Now, if {(xa, ua, ya)} is a net in C X H X K which

converges to the identity and {(ca, ha, ka)} is any net, then the first two coordinate

nets of {(ca, ha, ktt)(sa, ua, ya)(ca, ha, &a)-1} converge to the respective identities

of C and H since G is an Sn group. We show that the third coordinate converges to

the identity of K. Since C and K are compact and it is sufficient to show that a

subnet of the original net in G © K converges to the identity, we can assume that

{ca} and {ka} converge. The third coordinate in question can be expressed as

follows: T(e,/,;i)f(C;i,c)(T(x„,uj(ka)yak-a1)- Since \e,hil)ls an inner automorphism of K,

K is compact and t(c-i e)(T(x „ ^(k^y^^1) converges to the identity of K, we have

the desired conclusion.

Corollary. If G is a locally compact Sn group such that G/G0 is compact and K is

any compact group, then any semidirect product G®K is an Sn group.

Proof. G has the structure C © V, where C is compact and F is a vector group.

Proposition 1. If G®K is an Sn group for every compact group K, then every open

subgroup of G has finite index, and if G is locally connected, then G/G0 is finite.

Proof. We first show that, if G is an infinite discrete group, then there is a

compact group K and a semidirect product G®K which is not an Sn group. We let

K = Z2 with the product topology where Z2 is the two element discrete group. We

define the automorphism rg for g g G as follows: For x g G, the ^-coordinate of

Tg(k) is the gx-coordinate of k. It is clear that the mapping, <j>:G X K -» K defined

by <p(g, k) = Tg(k) is continuous since G is discrete. To see that G©7v is not an Sn

group let { g„ } be a sequence of distinct elements of G and define a sequence {xn}

in K as follows: The g^-coordinate of xn is 1 and all other coordinates are 0.

Obviously xn -» 0 g k. However, the sequence {(g„,0)(e, ^„Xg"1,0)} converges to

(e, k) where the e-coordinate of k is 1.

Now suppose that G has an open subgroup 77 of infinite index so that G/77 is

discrete. From the above example we have a compact group K and a semidirect

product G/H®K which is not an Sn group. From this we define a semidirect

product G®K in an obvious way and note that G®K is not an Sn group. This

completes the proof since, in the locally connected case, G0 is open.

We note that the example constructed in the proof of Proposition 7 is not an N

group and hence not an In group. The following is a simple example of an MAP
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group which is not an Sn group. The construction does not require proof of the

existence of representations or almost periodic functions.

Example. Let K = Yl„^zKn with the product topology, where Kn = Z2 for each

n. Let D = T.„eZDn, the direct sum, with the discrete topology, where Dn = Z3 for

each n. We define the semidirect product Tv ©Z) by the formula (k, x)(h, y) = (k +

h, h(x) + y), where the sums are coordinatewise and h(x) has «th coordinate the

«th coordinate of x if the «th coordinate of « is 0 and the «th coordinate of -x if the

«th coordinate of « is 1. To see that K© D is not an Sn group let { kn} be a sequence

in K such that the «th coordinate of kn is 1 and all other coordinates are 0. Take

{xn} in D such that the «th coordinate of xn is 1 and all other coordinates are 0.

Now {(k„,0)} -> (0,0) but (0, x„)(k„,0)(0,-xn) = (k„,-xn) which does not con-

verge since {xn} is not eventually constant. To see that K®D is MAP we let

C — Yl„eZDn with the product topology and Dn as above. We define K® C with the

same group operation as in K®D. Since injection of K®D into K®C is a

continuous monomorphism and Tv © C is compact, the desired conclusion follows.

Proposition 8. 7/77 is an Sn group and V is a vector group such that H © V is an N

group, then 77© V is an Sn group.

Proof. Suppose (xa, ya) -» (e, 0) in 77© V. Let {(«„, va)} be any net. Then

0«> »«)(*«. ya){ha, va)~l = (hj)Ji?, TjT.HtJ««) + ya - va)).

Since 77 is an Sn group the first coordinate net converges to e in 77. Suppose

za = ta-1(t (u„) + ya - va) does not converge to 0. Then there is a subnet {za }

outside some neighborhood of 0. That is, aß = \\za || is bounded away from 0. Thus

the net {xß, yß/aß) converges to (e,0), writing "xß = xa ", etc. Now

(hß, vß/aß)(xß, yß/aß)(hß, vß/aß)Y = (hßxßh-ß\{l/aß)T^{TXß(vß) + yß - vß)).

Since V is locally compact and the norm of the second coordinate is equal to 1 for all

ß, some subnet converges to v ¥= 0. The corresponding subnet of the original net of

conjugates converges to (e, v), contradicting the hypothesis that 77© F is an N

group. This completes the proof.

Corollary. If K® V is an N group, where K is compact and V is a vector group,

then t(Tv ), the set of automorphisms on V induced by K, is finite.

Proof. Since Tv © Fis an Sn group, the conclusion follows from 2.9 of [2].

T. S. Wu suggested the proof of the following (cf. [4, Theorem 8(1)]):

Proposition 9. If G is a compactly generated N group, then G is an Sn group.

Proof. Suppose G is generated by a compact neighborhood of the identity,

W = Tv. Let IF0 be an open neighborhood of e such that kW^k'1 c IF for each

k G K. Take a neighborhood base {IFa} of e such that kWak~x c IF0 for k g K

and all a. Suppose no IFa satisfies gWag~l C W for g g G. Then, for each a, there

exist xa G Wa and kx,...,kn  G Tv" such that kx ■ • ■ knxak~1 ■ ■ ■ kxx <£ W. There is
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a   largest /,   1 < j < na,   such   that   k, ■ • ■ knaxak„^ ■ • ■ kj1 <£ W0,   but   ky ■ • ■

knaxaKl ■ ■ ■ kJl e W- Thus kj' " " ' k*x«kñl "° fe71"e ̂  _ ^o- Since IF - IF0 is
compact and {xa} converges to e, this contradicts the fact that G is an N group, and

the proof is completed.

Proposition 9 gives us a shorter alternate proof of Proposition 5 as follows: Since

G0 is a compactly generated N group, G0 is SIN by Proposition 9, and hence is

MAP. Thus G is MAP [2, Corollary 2.10], and consequently G is an S„ group by

Theorem 2.9 of [2].

We close with two remarks whose proofs are simple.

Remark 1. An N group is an Sn group if and only if every net of the form

{yaxay~1}, where {xa} converges to the identity, has a convergent subnet.

It follows immediately from this remark that an N group which has a compact

invariant neighborhood of the identity is an Sn group.

Remark 2. If 77 is an N group, Tv is compact and 77 © Tv is a semidirect product

such that t(T7) is contained in the inner automorphism group of K, then 77©Tv is

an N group.
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